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INTRODUCTION

Investigator s from a number of different fields --- but principally psychology, anthropology and medicine --- have taken numer ous approaches to understandinG nonverbal communication .

By it s

very nu t ure, analogic communication is elusive and difficult to
capture in words .

This is not a field that develops and grows pri-

marily through the literature.

Existing researc h , from the facial re -

cognition stud i es of the 19JO ' s to the more recent ki nesics communi cation research, has depended primarily on photograph:, , films, videotapes, or direct collaboration in the area.
Today, investigators analyze all manner of movement.

This

inclµdes visual behavior such as facial expressions, hand gesture0,
posture, and muscle tension.

The existence of expressive movement

or nonverbal behavior has been acknowledged for centuries, but the
research and therapeutic work involving an understanding of the
psychology or anthropolo~y of nonverbal behavior is a phenomenon of
the last three decades .
The histo·ry of nonverbal behavior largely parallels behavioral
resear ch.

This is especially clear in the shift from a focus on

physiol o~ical aspects to an interest in affect, personality, and in trapsychic processes to a concentration on ir1tP,rpersonal and cultut·a 1level phenom~na.

Tl1e increased us0 of film ha:; aJ lowed researc hl".?r~;

interested in what "really" goes on in complex, ir;tr:rpersonal irit.cr actions to capture behavior at specific tirnes and i,1_ spec ific vcr·bal
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contexts.
The area of nonverbal communication has become extraordinarily
interesting and diverse .

Members of theoretical disciplines debate

innate versus learned (Cushman & Whiting, 1972; Davis, 1971; Katz, 1937),
individual versus cultural (Argyle , 1973; Birdwhistell, 1970; Hall,
1959; Hawes, 1975; Morris, 1977), and expression versus communication
(Bettinghaus, 1976; Nofsinger, 1976; Rapaport, 1969).

The oversimpli-

fication in some of these debates is countered by the complexity of the
subject .

The problem is no longer whether nonverbal communication is

the legitimate realm of any one discipline, but how this form of com- -munication can be analyzed and interpreted .
This paper will review the psychological, medical, and anthropo logical literature and the methods by which nonverbal communication
can be used to facilitate change .

In a therapeutic relationship, it

has been theorized that a person cannot help but communicate.

The

possibility of nonbehavior does not exist, and the client's attempt
to avoid behavior results in incongruent messages that can be recog nized and interpreted by the therapist .

Watz l awick, Beavin , and Jack -

son (1967) in addition to develop~ng this theory of communication,
have defined· analogic communication as "virtually all nonverbal postures , gesture, facial expression, voice inflection, the sequence,
rhythm, and cadence of the words themselves."

Change , for the pur -

poses of this paper, will be defined as a behavioral, cognitive, or
affective difference from one state to another.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section reviews the anthropological, psychological, and
medical literature on nonverbal communication.

While there is a sut -

stantial degree of overlap between these areas, this section will present the most significant findings in each.

Anthropological Literature

In the anthropological literature, .the interest is divided
between animal and human comparative issues and culturally developed
language systems.
The literature in which body movement has been studied as a
language begins with John Casper Lavater, who, in 1789, published
his .Essays on Physiognomy.

He was the first to systematize obser-

vation of nonverbal behavior in the name of science.

Lavater also

originated the analogy of nonverbal communication to verbal language,
as follows:
I do not promise, for it would be the height of
folly to make such a promise, to give entire the immense Alphabet necessary to decipher the original lan.guage of Nature, written on the face of man and on the
whole of his exterior; But I flatter myself that I have
been so happy as to trace a few of the characters of
that devine Alphabet, and that they will be so legible,
that a sound eye will .readily distinguish them whereever they occur .
Lavater wished to -educate the ·public in the art of observation,
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and there is no doubt that he established the importance of the
comparative method, making minute observations of bodily features
and of training the "visual imagination" to perceive what is ordinarily passed over or treated as intuition.
In the recent past, strong interest in devising grammatical
of rule - system approaches to the study of nonverbal communication
has developed .

Cushman and Whiting· (1972) and Davis (1971) have

presented· some intriguing arguments about the potential value of
viewing symbolic interactions as manifestations of generally un derstood systems of rules.

More recently·, Bettinghaus ( 1976) and

Nofsinger (1976) have appl ied such an approach to specific subsets
of interacti ons with considerable descriptive and explanatory gain .
Birdwhistell (1970) developed a model, called Kinesics, of nonverbal
behavior.

This model views nonverbal behavior as analogous to lin -

guistic behavior.

Both are considered to be determined by the cul-

ture in which they occur.

Each culture selects and uses a minimal

number of significant motions.

These motions are learned, and

children of that culture acquire the capacity to use and interpret
them very early.

Birdwhistell estimates that fewer than a hundred

symbols are needed to record and analyze any specific interpersonal
interaction.
Nonverbal communication should not be studied as an isolated ·
unit , but as an inseparable part of the total communication process
(Birdwhistell , 1970).

Nonverbal communication may serve to repeat,

contradict, substitute, compliment, accent, or regulate ordinary ver -
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bal communication (Arg yle, 1973).

Nonver bal c ommunication is impor-

tant because of its role in the total communication system and
the large numbe r of inf ormationa l cues it provicies .

Nonverbal ac -

tions are often performed unconsciously and are so familiar that
people are unaware of them.

For e xarni,le , when people inter l ock tt1eir

fingers, one thumb re sts on top of the other .

Each person has a dom i -

nant thtJmb, and whenever l e ft and right hand inter lock , the same thumb
tend s to rest on top of the othe r.

Yet most people cannot gue:-;s which

is their dominant thumb without going thr ougt1 the motions of interlock ing their hands and looking to see which thumb comes out on top .

Ove r

the yea rs, each person has developed a fixed pattern of interlocking
withou t rea liziDg it (Critchly, 1975) .

If they t ry to r everse the posi -

tions, bringing the dominan t thumb beneath the other, the hand post ure
will feel strange and a wkward .
Various expre ssions and gestures are important in nonverbal
communication .

Our facial musc l es a re elaoorate and ma ke possib l e

a wide range of subtly var iable facial sign.:ils .

Ttte ir.a j ority of

nonverbal signalling, in fact, is transm it ter! by the face (Argyle &
Cook, 1976).

Ekman and Frie~en (19691 believe some affect displays

may be culture -bound .

This raise s ·:. long - stan(ling question in non -

verba l commun ication re~;earch .
universa l gesture s .

Birdwhist.ell claim::, , "There a re no

As far as we know , there i~ no sinele facial

expression, stance, or body position whic~ conveys tt1e same meaning
in all societies .''

Davit.z ( 1<J6L1), h0':1ever, rresen t:, evidence Hhich

sugges ts that ~oine expres~ive facial pat terns .:ire not learned; triei r
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emergence depends primarily on physical maturation .

He indicates

there may even be a relationship between certain facial muscular
patterns and discrete emotions like happiness and anger.

As Ekman

and Friesen (1969) note:
... we believe that, while the facial muscles which
move when particular affect is aroused are the same across
cultures, the evoking stimuli, the linked effects, the display rules and the behavioral consequences all can vary enormously from one culture. to another.

The hands are also important with their manual gesticulations, transmitting many small mood changes by shifts in their postures and movements ( Cri tchly, 1° 975) , and they tend to vary across cultures.
When two friends talk informally they .typically adopt similar
body postures (Kendon, 1973).

If they are particularly friendly and

share identical attitudes about the subjects being discussed, they
will also tend to adopt similar postures.

This is not a deliberate

imitative process, but has been called "postural echo" or congruent
postures.

Research has shown that a therapist can utilize this "pos-

ture echo" as a method of building rapport (Knapp, 1972) .
If a person is lying, his or her behavior often fragments.

In-

stead of actions and words fitting together harmoniously, they form
contradictory assemblages that serve to signal the therapist.

As

demonstrated in Table 1, the various elements of nonverbal behavior
can be interpreted according to greater or lesser believability. in
the ·context in which they are being observed.

There is a distinction

between ambivalent signals and contradictory signals, however, though
both are incongruent.

Both display conflicting elements, but in the

TABLE 1
CONfLICTIIJG At~iiLO:::;rc ELEt-,;ENTS

Phys i ological
Si gnal

Signal Evaluation

Au t onomic
S i gna l s

Even when a c l ient is aware of the::;e
s i gnal::. , they arc rarely controua:ile.
TilesP. autor1oniic signal3 resulting from
pl1ysiologica l cllan;:es U1at are u!.lually
considered to b,~ beyond th!: cl iem, ' ~;
deliberate conscious control are va l u ab l e when dP.ci<Jing what elements <-H'e
t r ue or false i n an incongruent mes sage . They are usually l i mited to
:-,trong emo t ional affect . These ele ments inc l ude sip:na l s of blood prc:~ sure, respiration~; , :;kin color , ~;kiti
te;npecat:...re , sweating , and pupil di lation .

Leg and Foot
S i gna ls

The l ower extrP.:;,itie:; of t!.e c l ie::t ':;
body appe.:ir to escapP de.Lib!1ra;:.e c ,··.n t ro l due 1n p:wt to a c lienr, ' s i:1at1.,cn tion to these body pnrts during a f~ceto - fac0 interaction . Tlwse :.: i r-;,:aL cni:
be u t ilized ns clues to the client '~
mood .

··- ----- - ----Tr unk
Si gnals

Hand
Si g nals

The body posture is a useful accur~tc
r;ui·j1; to ,;va1ua,, in, · a cli e1 it ' !.: mood.
Posture re fle e ts Lt1e i0. n<.;t'."1 i. •:1w:c 1 1 w r
lonu::; o r' Pie w;1u J 8 !Jo'..!y ~y.E,er.. I t i~;
difficu lt, r o:· ex:~mr.le , for an exci ted cl i ent to sag or slump a r t i ficially .
The hands are under more control t.han
the feet, lee;:;, and trunk . I f a c lh!ril
waves hi s or her llaJJc!.:..; •..;lli l e speo.ki1111;,
the mo·.re1;1cnts .Jr~ not focused uron .
Many ltand 1,;esture:-, are i nde f inite ".,/ ~1v ings aricl appec.1r to be the least control led ri;:in1wl e l F:menl:., . These s i .gnai.:..; can
be evaluated a:..; 1:1nr"J relnvant thun voice!
tonality in an inc0nr;rtwnt nteS.SilF;t' .
Many haric..i move1_ncrits a prf.?Ci~e signal:_;,
such as a ~mve "!i0.llo . ''

Facial
Expression
Signals

Voice
Signals

Most c l ients are so aware of what their
faces are doing that it is easy to be
deceptive with Bross facial muscula ture .
When an incongruent communication occurs, the gross facial expressions are
of little evaluative assistance . These
signals include the smile, the laugh,
the frown, the pout, et. Minute facial
muscular chanBeS are more difficult for
the client to fake . These are facial
change:., such as a slight narrowing of
the eyes, added tension of t he fore head skin, a small turning-in of the
l i ps, or a minute tightening of the jaw
muscles . The face is so complex that
it can express a change in the client's
underlying mood \vhile hardly altering at
a ll in the sense of gross chan5es .
These prosodic sienals include tonal ity, inflection , pitch, "J"olume, tl'.'!mpo ,
pauses, vocal tension, and spee~h rate.
A slow tempo and/or a hiGh pitched voice ,
for examp_le , tias unplr~a:::;ant connotation:::;
and appears to be evaluated more rendi l y as less truthful, less emphatic,
and more nervous . A more e~ergetic
voice with few hc ~it3tions is more often
evaluated as more assertive than a monotonous tone and halting speech.

Argyle & Cook, 1976; Critchley, 1975;
Kendon , 1973; Morris, 1977 .

Ekman & Friesen, 1969;
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case of ambivalent signals the conflict is the result of the person ' s
mixed mood (Morris, 1977).
to assess.

A contradictory .signal is more difficult

A contradictory signal occurs when t~e person's nonverbal

behavior is modified as a result of the person's conjectures as to
the therapist's interpretation of the nonverbal behavior presented.
Thus, the person may tell a lie, while looking directly into the eyes
of the therapist, assuming the therapist will believe that statements
made while looking away are not truthful .
Freud one said, "He that has eyes to see and ears to hear
may convince himself that no mortal can keep a secret.
are silent, he chatters with his finger tips;
of him at every pore."

(Knapp, 1972).

If his lips

betrayal oozes out

Ekman and Friesen (1969)

have tried to explore the specific nature of Freud's hypothesis by
ask~ng what particular nonverbal cues give a person away when they
are trying to deceive .

The findings indicate that the feet and leg s

are a good source for observing deception;
face last (Knapp, 1972; Morris, 1977).

the hands ne;.t;

and the

It is reasoned that the per-

son will not expend much effort inhibiting areas of the body largely
ignored by others .

Deceptive facial cues generally come from minute

facial movements and i mperfectly performed simulations.

For ex-

ample, that smile that is drawn out too long or the frown that is
too severe .

Hands are easier to inhibit than the face because they

can be hiJden fro~ view.

The hands, however, may be digging into

the person's cheek, tearing at fingernails, or protectively holding
the knees while the face is smiling and pleasant.

Cues of deception
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in the legs or feet might include aggressive footkicks, flirtatious
leg displays, autoerotic or soothing leg squeezing, or aborted movements.

Other cues might be tense leg positions, frequent shifts of

leg posture, or repetitive leg or foot movements.
Anthropologists also consider proximity, or spatial distance,
as an important communicative cue in an interpersonal interaction.
The systematic investigation of the meaning given to space by. social
groups was pioneered by Edward Hall (1966) who researched the role
space plays in the communication process.

The particular position a

therapist chooses in relation to the other person can vary with
the task at hand.

Leaders, for example, are often expected to be

seated at the head of a table .

Somrner's (1969) observations indi-

cate seating arrangement preferences are dependent on the type of
interaction preferred or the purpose of the interaction:
conversation, cooperation, co-action, or competition.

intimacy,

For example,

chess players will sit facing each other while two students studying
together usually sit side-by-side.

Psychological Literature

The psychological literature emptasizes the role nonverbal
behavior has in the transmission of information about emotions and
attitudes in interpersonal interactions.

Investigators in this

discipline continue to wrestle with the difficult matter of dis tinguishing the degree of conscious intent associated with any given
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message .

Some have used the cormnunicator ' s conscious intent as a

major c r iterion for distinguishing betweE=m nonverbal behavior and
nonver bal communication {Weiner , et ~l:_:, 1972) .

The difficulties

in making such distinctions become clear when the subtleties of
the behavior s being identified are considered .

Some messages, f or

ins t ance, are planned and sent witti a high cler.;rce of conscious a1-1arcness while others appear to be totally derived from an unconscious
level of awareness (Goffman , 197 1 ).
A substantial body of the psychological literature has focused
on deception, including studies on such problems as the classifica tion of nonverbal de~eptive behaviors (Ekman & Friesen , 1969; rnapp,
Hart, & Dennis, 1974; Mehrabian, 1981) and possibl8 physiolo~ic:Jl
indicators of deceptive behavior ( Baucl111er, Kaplan, &. t-iiller, iS)>jO) .
Most of this research is based on tl1e ast;umption that r.onver:.>a .!.
behavior provi des cues wl1ich assist the therapi:,t in judginr: tt':e
truth or falsity of a person's verbal mes~age .

All people face sit-

ua t ions where they must make decisions about the hon e~; ty of wt1at sornc one else is saying.
t ion s .

Tliese situations are common in economic transac -

For example, it is not uncommon to wonder "Is $5000 really

t he lowest price he' 11 accept for !:.hat car?"

It is a l so corr.men t o

ask oneself similar questions when makine; important relational committments - - - "Does s he really love me, or does s l 1c want to man·y me
for personal gain?"

Since tht: con;.equencc:.; of these dccif,ions are

of t en ser i ous it is not :..;urprisir1r; ttiat th8 avera~e person manifesL,
an interest i n the proce03 or deception and inc0ncruf!nt mes::111::es
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(Knapp, Hart & Dennis, 1974).
A person is exposed to a considerable amount of data about feelings, thoughts, and actions through conscious hearing, sight, touch,
and smell (Reusch, 1957).

Further data is acquired by the process

known as intuition and through unconscious perceptions (Korzybski,
1950).

A

person communicate~ nonverbally throughout any interpersonal

interaction .

Theodor Reik (1949) noted that, "The most minute move-

ments, accompany every process of thought; muscular twitchings in the
face or hands and movements of the eyes speak as well as words .

Im-

portant communication is contained in a glance, a bodily movement, or
a special way of breathing."
A series of neurodynamic stimuli, such as tension, butterflies,
are experienced in the context of any interpersonal interaction.
These messages play a role in one person's impressions of another.
There are certain expressive movements (e.g. smiles, frowns) that may
be understood without entering conscious awareness.

In addition to

bodily movements, certain vocal modulations are experienced consciously or unconsciously by the receiver.

Information is signaled in the

particular pitch and timbre of the voice, the particular speech rhythm,
the variations of tone, pauses, and shifted accentuation (Reik, 1949).
There are . variations so slight that they may never reach the limits
of conscious observation .
Body movements have been researched in the context of liking or
disliking for another person.
a useful baseline in this area.

Work by Mehrabian (Efron, 1972) forms
Mehrabian studied the relationship
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between body orientation (posit i on) and personal attract i on .

His

work did not show consistent correlation with the degree of likin~ anrl
was explained by him

(198 1 )

in terms of relaxation.

He noted:

. .. an open arm position of ssated communicators may more
appropriately be cons i dered -:m index of re l axation, witli r·ela tively more open positions indicating greater r elaxatio1: . In
contrast, for standing communicators, a folded arm position may
be more relaxed than one with the arms hanging .
I n addition to body orientation and attraction , Mchrabian was also interested in the nonverbal tranmnission of fee lines.

Rather Umn focu s -

ing on primary emotions (e .g. happiness, anger surprise, fear, disgust,
sadness, and interest) Mehrabian developed a three dimensionnl

$Cl 10 rnP.

that subsumes these primary emotions, their combinations, and rnany
other ernotions.

!le believed that all emotional states can be describerl

adequately in terms of the three independent dime nsions of plcdsuredispl easure, arous al-nonarousal, and dominance - ::rnbmissivene:,::;.

The

descriptions most commonly used by his subjects to describe the emoti o11
of pleasure are happy, pleased, and hopeful;
happy, annoyed, despairing;

for displeasure --- un -

for arousal --- stimulated, excited, fren-

zied; for nonarousal --- relaxed , calm, slu~gish;

for dominance

controlling, influential , important; and, for subrni::;siveness --- con trol l ed, influenced , and awed.

These dimensions and the nonve rb31 Le -

havior recognized a$ observable in these pnrticular emotions are lis t.~)d
in Table 2 .
Various eye movemcnt!'l are associated with emotion.J.l expr·cssion
( Argyle & Cook , 1976) .

~-/hile concern with tile eye has been varied ,

the research has focused mainly on two accas.

One area is known

a~;

T/\BLE 2
NONVER!.3AL REFcRENCE FOR EMOTimJS

Pleasure

Displeasure

Smile
Laughter
Jovial facial features
Low pitched voice
More rapid speech

Frowning
Glaring. eyes
SneerinG
Mockinr; actions
Mocking voice
Disgusted voice tone
Angry voice
Crying
Increased speech errors
Halting speect1
Higher voice pitch
Slower speech
Hedging

Arousal

Nonarousal

Increased blood pressure
Higher skin temperature
Sweating
Pupil dilation
Increased muscle
tension
Increased physical
activity
Animated speech
Increased voice
volume
Increased speech
errors
Halting speech
Voice tremors

D~creased blood pressure
Decreased 3kin temperature
Pupil contractjor1
Slower speech
Helaxed po~;ture
Decreased voice volume
Increased use of
utterences

Dominance

- ----·---..·- ----------··---·- --·- - - - - - - - - Relaxed posture
Rocking movements
Backward lean
Head lean
Increased speecl1
volum~
Low pitcherl voice
Rapid speech
Dec r eased hesitations

Tense po::;t.ure
Forward lean
Head erecr.
:";mil i ng

Incr cn:;ed l1ea<I
noci<li111~

l.owet~ ~;pPC'cl) \/OlUJ'.I!)
II i ~her, pi tc: tiP.<I voice
.' >lO\·/ sp<-)ech r·a t0.

Increased llc::i t.ntion::,

·- -···--· - ----- - Mehrabian ·, 1981.

. --·-

--· ·-··-----·-----

eye contact, while the otlIBr area concern~ pupil dilation and con striction under various social conditions.

Downward glances are as-

.sociated with modesty; wide eyes may be associated with frankness,
wonder, naivete, or terror; raised upper eyelids along with a slight
squinting may mean displeasure; immobile facial muscles with a constant stare are frequently associated with coldness; eyes rolled upward may be associated with fatigue or a suggestion that another's
behavior is a bit weird .

Excessive bli11king may be associated with

various states of anxiety.
Kendon ( 1967) has hypothesized four functions of gazing behavior:
cognitive, in which a person tends to look away when understandinr;
what has been said or asked is difficult; monitor in~, in which a per son tends to look at the lbtener to indicate the conclusion of a
thought and to check the listener' s attentiveness ; r egulatory, in ~-1h k~ 1
responses may be demanded or suppressed by looking; and , exµre2sive,
in which the degree of involvement or arousal m8.y be si&;na leci thrOW!,i1
looking .

When two people meet ar,d make eye contact , they find them-

selves in an immediate state of conflict (Morris, 1977) .

They want to

look at each other and at the same time they want to look away.

The

result is a complicated series of 8ye movements , back and forth, and
a careful study of this eye behavior can reveal a great deal about
their relationship.

In stronij emotional situations these eye move -

ments ( away and towarcfa) will be unciiluted anrl unmL;takable.

The va:;t

majority of i nterpersonal interaction", however , a re milcl and

rmrted

affairs .

E•;en if slip;ht feel ing.s of sexuc1 1 urousa l, hostility , or
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anxiety are present, they tend to remain submer~ed beneath a mask of
social politeness (Yarbus, 1967).

At a party, a meeting, a dinner,

or some other gathering, the man who finds the woman to whom he is
talking exceptionally appealing will probably not reveal the fact by
adopting an obviously: l echerous facial expre!,sion .

Under these condi-

tions, emotions can be controlled and the outward display is flattened
out to one of almost uniform "nodding - and - smi ling ."
to discipline than g l ances.

Smiles are easier

· Chant;es in our pattern of eye movement!;

are hardly noticeable during conversation::;.

The man who fin cb a beuu -

tiful colleague unusually arou~ing may not !.!low feelings in other way!1,
but his gaze , when their eyes meet , hold3 hers fractionally longer
than usual.

Another man, forced to talk to hi::; sinr,ular ly urwppealinr~

hostess, will reveal his inner reactions to her not by his beamin~~
smile, but by the brevity of his glances in her direction .

A11otller

variation is the smi litw; , but actually host. i le and domineerir11~ guc::t
who tends to fixate his companions with over-lon0 P,lances .

f!i0 vict im:,;

tend to smile in return, but become anxious and divert their eyes much
more. than in the average encounter.
The obvious problem with the3e s ituations is trying to tell
whether a person who "su per -r-;azes" fancies the target person, Qr
active l y dislikes them ( l·: frar: & oroup.;hton , 1966; L::xlin & Eldrid~e,

1967).

The most reveali1,g mes~c.11~c may only be Lt1c:lt the tarr~et per -

son is rer:eiving slig t1t.ly more or s l ightly le:,;:, att.~11tion tl1an u~;ui.Jl .
The precise nature of that attention must be sour;IIt in other nonvcl'tx.1l
cues .
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Faces can d~ceive, and sometimes can do it so well that it becorr.es
d i fficult to interpret the true emotions of their owners .

But there is

at least one facial signal that cannot easily be used for deception.
It is a sr,:al l signal, and extremely subLle, but because it is so hard

to consciously alter it is of special interest.

Thi s signal comes from

the pupils and has to do with their size in relation to the ar:1ount of
l i ght that is fa l ling upon them .
the pupils .

It i s not only light that affects

They are affected by emotional changes (Hess, 1Y'f5; Wood-

mansee , 1970) .

Emotional changes can noticeably alter pupil :..;ize 1,1hen

the light remains constant and researchers theorize that pupil size
change operates as a mood sir-nal.

If a person sees somethinc that is

excit i ng, whether it is accompanied by pleasurable anticipation or by
fear, the pupils expand more than usual for the existing light condi tions (Stass & Willis, 196'(). The research findings su1:sgest that pupil dilation may signal emotional arousal, intcr~st, or attentivenc~3,
but the role that this signal plays in interpersonal ir.teraction i s
st i ll being investigated (Knapp, 1972) .

Tl1e difficulty lies in the

fact that pupil signals are not only unconsciously emit te<i, they ar·c
also unconsciously received.

Two c~npanions will feel an added emo-

tional excitement if t he ir pupils are dilatint.?;, or an added emotionul
dampening if their pupils are contracting, but they are unlikely to
link these feelinr,s to the pupil lary signals ttH?Y are transmitting and
receiving.
Another area of interest was investigated by Schef l en ( 1965) .
He discovered behavior similar to patterns of crn1rt~hip in numerous

l
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therapeutic encounters and conferences.

He made sound films of these

interactions and after analysis concluded that there were consistent
and patterned pseudo- courtship behaviors exhibited in these settings.
He then developed classifications for these behaviors.

"Courtship

readiness" defines a category of behaviors characterized by constant
manifestations of high shoulder hunching, and decreasing belly sag.
"Preening. behavior" is exemplified by such things as stroking the hair,
rearrangement of makeup, glancing in the mirror, rearranging clothing,
leaving buttons gpen, tucking in the shirt, tugging at socks, and readjusting tie knots.

"Positional cues" are reflected in seating ar-

rangements which suggested "we're not open to interactions with anyone
else."

Arms, legs , and torsos can be arranged so as to inhibit others

from entering the conversation.

"Actions of invitation" include flirta -

tious glances , gaze-holding, rolling of the pelvis, crossing of the legs
to expose a thigh, or exposing the breasts.

Medical Literature

Nonverbal communication and its relationship to psychopathology
and disease has been extensively i_pvestigated by medical researchers.
This literature emphasizes the relationship between the nervous system
and the expression of emotions.

Sir Charles Bell, author of Anatomy

and Philosophy of Expression (1844), was one of the first medical i nvestigators to study the link between nonverbal communication and ill ness .

He was an anatomist , surgeon, and neurophysiologist, and it was
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as an anatomist that he first became interested in the expression of
the emotions.

Through his investigation of the nervous system he theo -

rized a correlation between the various body movements and particular
emotional reactions.

Bell, the discoverer of the distinction between

the sensory and motor expressions, observed that strong emotions (fear,
rage, grief, or sexual excit~ment) are accompanied by alterations in
breathing, and alterations of facial and trunk muscles as they affect
and are affected by the changed respiratory patterns.

Bell held the

conviction that bodily responses were communicated faster than mental
responses.

He noted :

Expression is to passion what language is to thought .
It may be too much to affirm that without the cooperation of
these organs of the frame of mind would remain a blank; but
surely the mind must owe something to its connection with an
operation of the features which precedes its own conscious
activity, and which is unerring in its exercise from the very
commencement .
The multitude of bodily expressions and behavioral gestures
lends insight and understanding to psychosomatic illness .

In the sym-

bolism of symptoms, the individual unable to find an outlet for ten sion of an emotional origin, either by word or action, discovers a
means of expressing these tensions through a kind of "organ language" (Johnson, 1946).

Unable to holistically verbalize his feel-

ings, thoughts, or actions, either intrapsychically or interpersonally , the organism as a whole becomes threatened and the struggle
toward ach~.eving "wholeness" is revealed in nonverbal behavior .
The body has a language of its own through which it conveys
feelings and meanings that a person may have difficulty in verbal izing.

Language of the body is astonishingly well described in our
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everyday popular phrases.

A person will speak , for example, of not

being able to "swallow" an unpleasant life situation, an insult , or
belittling remark .

Frequently a feeling of oppression in the chest

accompanied by sighing respirations in the absence of organic find ings indicates that a person has a "load on his chest " that he would
like to get rid of by talking about the dilemma.

Nausea usually ex -

pressed symbolically in the words "can't stomach it" represents an
attempt on the part of the individual .to "vomit away" his difficult ies .
A common advice to others who "burn up" or "explode with anger" is
"don ' t get your blood pressure up" (Berg, 1958) .

Bodily expression

in the form of fatigue is often due to emotional conflict which used
up so much of the person's energy that there is little left for constructive use (Hayakawa , 1939).

An ache in the arm may, for instance,

symbolize a defensive action against striking at someone else (Ekman

& Friesen, 1969).

Itching with no organic basis often represents an

attempt to "come alive " (Lee, 1941) .
Disturbances in nonverbal behavior, language , and communication
are associated with more severe, and often longer lasting, mental and
nervous conditions , while disturbances in verbal behavior, language,
and communication are associated with less severe psychiatric conditions (Aden , 1963) .

In hysteria, for example, there can be a dramatic

form of expression of communication behavior (Johnson, 1946) .

The hy-

sterical person may , when faced with an unbearable of unacceptable reality, unconsciously avoid experiencing or perceiving the situation by
resorting to symptom formation .

In the attempt to ·avoid feeling an -
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xious, and in order "to pull one's self together", the hysterical
individual externalizes the disturbance associated with the anxiety
to the body, and attempts ·to utilize an imaginative method of creating a body image that is acceptable .

Hysterical speechlessness

may represent an attempt to satisfy two conflicting drives in a
particular speaking situation (Aden , 1963) such as the wish to as~
sert oneself, or express hostility openly, and the conflicting

need

to be accepted, loved, and thought of as being a "nice" person .
This leads to a state of emotional and physical stress, .inhibition,
paralysis and blocking, resulting in the hysterical speechlessness.
When a person perceives another's nonverbal messages, an:.iiidi.,,. .
vidual and personalized interpretation of that behavior results .
In other words, ·the person makes inferences depending on the con-

text in which the behavior ·occurs on the basis of preceding experiences (Lorenz, 1955}.

Inferences can be made from such cultural

externals as the pretentiousness of a person's home, automobile,
or clothes, his or her wealth or social position.

Inferences can

be made on the nature of a person's work by observing the person's
body configuration {Hayakawa, 1939; Lowen, 1967).

Although the

various forms of nonverbal message s differ somewhat from each other,
~hey can be considered together for comparison with verbal messages.
From the evidence presented in Table 3, the experience gained in
the construction of computers (Ridenour, 1952), the study of neuro anatomy, neurophysiology, and speech pathology (Goldstein, 1948),
and the study of interpersonal communication (Ruesch, 1973), one can

TABLE J
SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VERBAL AND NONV~RBAL MESSAGES

Verbal

Nonverbal
General Characteristics
The nonverbal message
is a Gestalt, the appreciation of which is based on
analogies.

The verba l message, ei tllN'
spoker1 or writ, ten, is ba:;ed on
phonetics.

The nonverbal message
can be broken down further;
:·or ex!.impJ e, detail ; of a
gesture are meaningful in
themselve s .

The verbal messa~e cannot be broken down furthe r: f or·
example, there does no t e xist
a meaningful fraction of the
letter "A" .

Nonverbal messages
are based on continuous
functions; for example,
the hand is continuously
involved in movement.

Verbal messages are based
on discontinuou[: functions:
for example, sound~ and letters
have a discrete beginning and
end .

Nonverbal messa~cs
are governed by principles
and ~ules which depend
largely upon bio lo6ical
necessities; for example,
the signals which indicate alarm.

Verbal messages arc rnv erned by arbitrary, m~n - made
principles; for cxarnpla, r;r,1:n1r1aUcal and l:.mguage rule ~; differ in variou~ cultural group3 .

Nonverbal messages
are used as a interracial, international, intercultural, and interspecies
language; it is adapted to
corrunun ication with an "ou t "
group. ·

Verbal mes:::;a~es are u:.ed
::is a culturally specific lrrn guage; it is adapted to co11ununication with an "in" group .

Spatiotemporal Characteristic~
Nonverbal
are temporally
for example, a
can be carried
ly or quickly.

rnessar;es
fl~xible;
movement
out slow -

Verbul me!;saees ore temror ally inflexible: for exnmpln,
w0r·ds when !;pokcn too :;lowly or
t,oo qui.d:ly bec(ime unintcllir:ible .

Nonverbal messages can
indicate successive events
simultanjously; for example,
"come" and "go" signals can
be given at the same time .

Verbal messages must indicate surnultanious events s~cces sively ; for example, a spo~en or
written report consists of word~
which are aligned serially.

The nonverbal message
is spatially inflexible;
movements and objects reauire a known but inflexible amount of space. ·

The verbal message is spa - ·
cially flexible; print may be
laree or small .

Characteristics Referrin~ to Perception
Nonverbal messages .. an
be percei~ed by visual, audito~y, or kinesth~tic receivers alike; for example,
action may be not only seen
and heard, but also produce
physical i mpact .

Verbal messages can be perceived by visual and auditory
receivers only; that is, they
can only be heard or rc~d.

The nonverbal mes3a~c
in~luences perception and
integration, and leads to
the acquisition of new skills .

The verba l messaGe influences thinkin~ and loads to the
acquisition of inforrnatio~.

Characteristics Referrinc; to E·1c1luation
In a nonverbal mes$age,
the evaluation is tied to
appreciation of similarities
and differences.

In a verbal mes3age, eval uation is governed by principles
of logic.

In the nonverbal mes sage, expression may be skil led or unskilled, but re,.ardless of its quality, is usu ally understandable.

In the verbal me3sage, expression must be skilled; otherwise it is unintelligible.

Ttie understanciinr; 0f o.
nonverbal mes~,a,~c . is ba:,P.d
upon the participant's empathic assessment of biolor,ical similarity; no explanation is needed for und~rstanding what pain is.

Tile uncter3tc1n<ij n 11; of o. vcr'ha l rn, ·~;;;clf~e i ~; l>a.s,~d on priur

verbal flfT~em,:'nt; ttw word "pain"
fliffpr3 from tlic Germ·!n word
"~;ct1w,rz'' allcl the undcr~;t.anclir:r:
of the significance 0r the"r~
wordf; i:.; cultural-bound.

Neurophysiolor,ica 1 ·character is tics
Nonverbal me ssages are
tied to phylogenetically
old structures of the cen tral and autonomic nervou s
systems.

Verbal me3saecs are tied
to phylogenetically younger
structures, par ticularly the
cortex .

In the presence of
brain lesions, ana logic un derstanding may be effected
whi le repe tition of word~ or
abil ity to read is retained;
for example, di sturbance~
such as aphasic alexia or
transcortica l sensory apha sia indicate separate neur al pathways for nonverbal
as opposed to verbal mes sages.

In the presence of brain
lesions, understanding may be
retained while verbal abi l ity
is i mpaired; for example, ver bal aGnosia or alexia indicate
again separate neural pathways
for verbal as opposecl to non verbal messages.

Nonverbal messag1:s
involve complicated net works and includes the ef fector organs; for example ,
athletes and musicians 0 o
through certain warmingup motions prior to a per f ormance.

Verbal messagei involve
the central nervous sy.stem on l y ;
for example , no movements and no
external perceptions are nece~ sary in order to recall a name .

Developmental Characteristics
~onverbal messages are
learned early in life .

Verbal messages a re learned
later in life .

Semantic Characteristicc
Act i ons and objects
e xist in their own riGht
and usually fulf ill not
only symbolic but also
pract i cal functior:s .

Word:; c!o not exi:,t in their
own rir.;ht; tt1ey are only symbols .
Words rcpre;-;~nt ab~;t r <1c t. ion0 of
aspects or event3.

Nonve r bal messai];es
permit redundanc ies .

Verbal messngcs pr oduce
fatique when r edundant .

Nonverbal messages
permit brief and concise
statements .

Verbal messages necessi tate more elaborate statements.

_N'onverbal.1messages
are subject-oriented.

Verbal messages are predi cate - oriented .

Nonverbal messages
are demonstrative in na ture and have emotional
appeal .

Verbal messages are descriptive in nature and have an
intellectual appeal.

Nonverbal messages
are suitable for understanding.

Verbal messages are suitable for reaching agreements .

.. · Noav.erbal =messages
represent an intimate
language.

Verbal messages represent
a distant language.

Chomsky, 1965;
Morris, 1977.

Goldstein, 1948;

Ridenour, 1952;

Ruesch, 1973;
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presume th~ existence of at least two forms of communication.

One

is the nonverbal ·message and the other is the verbal message.

Since

these two types of messages yield different information, a person
is faced with the task of utilizing the resulting attenuations ,
reinforcements, repetitions or contradictions in order to obtain
additional knowledge about tbe events to be understood.

The gradual

shift from nonverbal to verbal messages in language development
occurs in three steps (Brown, 1973) .

The first step involves action

signals, mediated predominantly through contraction of the smooth
muscles, which are noted by changes in the color and temperature
of the skin (vascular), the consistency of bowel movements (intestinal), the rate of. breathing (respiratory),. and other movements,
such as sucking, which are subordinated to autonomic functions.
The second step occurs when such somatic language is supplemented
by action signals mediated through contraction of the striped mus cles.

The external expression of inner events through bodily man-

ifestations of the intestinal, respiratory, and vascular systems
recedes and is replaced by movements of the face and the extremities .
The third step occurs when social action has been learned .

Verbal,

gestural, and other symbolic forms of communication suppliment and
then replace the primary modalities of communication .
An examination of language development and its relationship
to nonverbal and verbal messages sheds some light on the short comings of psychotherapeutic methods.

For example,. when a person

talks about his or her experiences, a therapist who attempts to
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reconstruct earlier events usually obtains only partial information
since there are a number of experiential factors not amenable to
verbal expression.

Those aspects of the experience that lend them-

selves most readily to verbal expression tend to make up the bulk
of these accounts while the rema inder of the experience is deleted
from consideration. {Giedt, 1955) .

More spec ifically, verbal messat:;es

cannot adequately represent experiences and 3kills which are accessible in terms of action only.
According to John.son (1946), people who cannot commun ica te
nonverbally may experience a psychosis.

The need to use nonverbal

messages is expressed in the behavior of both manic-rlepressives
and schizophrenics who, during a psychotic episode, may reproduce
movements which accompanied earlier emotional experiences (Arieti,
1955; Ruesch,

1957).

Thus, clients rnay suck their thumb or care ss

the arm of their cha i r in the process of recalling early memories.
They may make shaking, pu 11 ing, or poking ge:.,ture!:. ( Ekman
1969) in the course of a verbal account.

&

fr iesen,

Tt~ psychotic's unco-

ordinated movements may be an attempt to re-0.;;;tabli.::;tl an infantile
communication ·pattern (Ruesch, 1948 ; Slone, 1955).

It is as if

these clients were trying to relive the patterns of conmunication
that were not frustratinr; for them in early cllildltood.

Thi.sin

supported by observations of ttie behavior of p~:ycliotic ctiildr0r1 who
tend to play with thei.r fin gc>rs , make grimaces , or a::sume biz:1rre
body postures (Brown, 1973).

Thr"!ir movements rarely ure directed

at other people but rather at thcm::;elves, ~;omct irne~; to ttie point of
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producing serious injuries.

As therapy proceeds, interpersonal

movements gradually replace the solipsistic movements described
above.

Through therapy, these children become willing to learn

verbal· forms of communication and begin to acquire mastery of ver bal language (Brown, 1973; Weitz, 1974) .
The early lack of appropriate congruent communication is
imprinted on the movements of many schizophrenic clients (Watzlawick, Beavin & Jackson, 1967)..

Such schizophrenics· are character-

ized by angular, jerky, uncoordinated movements, carried out with
uneven acceleration and deceleration, and at either too slow or too
fast a tempo (Arieti, 1955).

This lack of motor agility may well

be the result of insufficient practice in personal nonverbal interaction during infancy.

There is evidence (Arieti, 1955; Bateson,

Haley & Weakland, 1956; Mahl, 1956) for believing the incongruency
between verbal and nonverbal messages and the lack of responsiveness by the parents in terms of using congruent messages is later
compensated for on the client's part by an increased perceptual
sensitivity to the actions of others.
In comparison, the manic-depressive, when not psychotic,
makes ample use of nonverbal communication (Slone, 1955) .

They

?re warm, interpersonal, and sometimes artistic, and frequently
have well-rounded , coordinated movements.

During a depression the

relationship between cognition and the m~scular system appears
to be lost (Anderson, 1956; Johnson, 1946).

One explanation

assumes that during a depression the congruency between the non-
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verbal and . verbal messages is impaired.

This theory seems justified

in view of the fact that depressives have been observed to improve
in a matt~r of hours or days as a result of psychotherapy (Kalis &
Bennett, 1957) .

The effect is similar to that observed when a sound

track and motion picture are not synchronized; even if the scene is
a powerful one, the viewer is not "moved."

The defect can be re-

medied in a short time by proper juxtaposition of picture and sound .
Psychosomatic clients display still another kind of disorder .
They have learned nonverbal language, but they lack the mastery
of verbal communication (Ruesch, 1957; Thorne, 1946).

As a result,

they have difficulties in decision-making, extrapolation, interpolation, and the use of discursive language .

In these clients one

c·a n observe a predominance of autonomic behavior, with body move ment. secondary, and verbal behavior employed least of all.

It has

been repeatedly observed that when clients learn to use body movement as a language, some physical symptoms disappear (Scheflen, 1974).
Psychosomatic clients frequently complain that they cannot appro priately represent their feelings and thoughts in verbal terms.
This inability seems to arise from the fact that their manipulation
· of verb.a l language does not involve their emotional participation
(Anderson, 1956).
The same appears to be true for psychopaths, who use actions
as a way of conveying messages to others.

The psychopath believes

that when he or she is not active, nothing is conveyed about their
feelings and thoughts (Anderson, 1956; Hayakawa, 1939).
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Summary

The literature on nonverbal communication is extensive and
research covers an exhaustive list of nonverbal phenomena.

This

section has attempted t o present a brief overview of the relevant
research in this area, through a consideration . of the anthropo log ical, psychological, and medical literature.

Tr1e next ::;ection

examines some of the methods by which nonverbal communication can
be used in the therapeutic .relationship to facilit ate change.

FACILITATING CHANGE USING NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

Nonverbal behavior can be used in several different ways.

This

form of communication can be used by the client to express emotion;
it can communicate interpersonal attitudes; it can communicate information about the client's personality and, combined with verbal
messages, communicate a vast array of cues that can be used by the
therapist to assess the value and content of the client's "total''
communication.
For the purpose of conve nience and clarification, this sect ion
will discuss the client's communication in behavioral, affective,
and cognitive areas.

These categories have areas of overlap for any

given clinical problem.

The effectiveness of therapeutic interv~n-

tion can be_ determined by the changes that may occur in any one of
these categories , in any combination of two, or.in all three ca tegories simultaneously .

Evaluation and Application of Nonver· ba l Communication

A client's nonve rbal messages · generally are more u:~ful than
verbal messages to tile therc:ipist who wishes to unrk:rstand the clier,t ' :;
feelint:;s and attitudes (Mel1rabic.1n, 19<31}.

lnconr:ru~ni:. mess.Ji;es

are interpreted by_ the therapist as conf11sinr-: and
turbance for the client .

..:1

~;ource of dis -

for instance, when a mot.her tells her' :;on,
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"Come and give your mommy a kiss" and then turns away from him as
he approaches because his hands are dirty, the child is confused
(Bateson, 1972).

This is a typical example of a "double- bind"

situation that gives the child, as in this example, no clear choice
for action and leads him to a point where he himself begins to use
incongruent messages.

Often·a client's interpretation of the so-

cial rules and prohibitions about the expression of feelings (particularly negative ones) leads to the frequent use of incongruent
messages.

A client may also use these incongruencies to achieve

efficient communication or even to be funny, as in sarcasm .

It is

helpful for the therapist to focus on the impact of the client's
"total" communication.

Thus , the importance in therapy may be wheth-

er the messages have a positive or negative quality .

Unusually

frequent negative messages may be indicative of a frustrating situation for the client.

Analogic communication may contradict or

reinforce things the client says.

In either event, these nonverbal

messages should be recognized as a potential tool for. the therapist
to facilitate change .
Many people experiencing anxiety present a myriad of somatic
complaints such as fatigue, anorexia, irritability, headache, and
chest tightness.

They are quite unaware that the source of their

problem is anxiety .

Anxiety is also exhibited in a wide variety of

other maladaptive. patterns such as eating disorders, ritualistic
behavior, assaultive behavior, hallucinations, delusions, withdrawal, and suicidal preoccupation .

Anxiety often signals a strug-

gle within the personality, indicating that something is amiss
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(Sullivan, · 1948).

The anxiety experienced when an individual is in

a high status position or preparing for an exam can mobilize coping
behavior.

If looked at within this context, anxiety can serve as a

motivating force, warning the individual to avoid or correct threatening situations .

The therapist can assist the client in alleviating

the problem by recognizing the analogic communication accompaning
the client's verbal message.
Accompanying the psychological responses to anxiety are various psychophysiological symptoms that are regulated by the autonomic nervous system.

These include palpitations, tachycardia,

sweating, urinary frequency, vertigo, chest pains, headaches, dryness of the mouth, diarrhea, anorexia or excessive eating, and increased rate and depth of respirations .

They may occur alone or

witq other ·psychological symptoms.
Clients experiencing intolerable anxiety may display excessive
physical acttvity to relieve tension (Menninger, 1964) .

These be-

haviors may include wringing the hands, rubbing the body, wiping
the brow, and trying to catch the breath.

Such clients engage in

repetitive foot swinging, finger tapping, cuticle picking, and nail
biting.
Anxious clients often attempt to induce the therapist to take
the role of problem solver or healer.

Clients who demand that the

therapist alleviate their pain, and supply answers to their problems, create an impossible expectation.

Therapists who fall victim

to this seduction impair the client's ability to assume responsibil-
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ity for difficulties and keep them from learning problem- solving
behavior .

If the therapi st assumes the role of problem- solver, the

solutions they suggest are often rejected or not implemented by the
client.

Clients who do attempt to implement suggestions often

do not succeed.

The ability to integrate learning is missing when

the client is experiencing more than mild levels of anxiety.
tated clients may ignore verbal requests.

Agi -

Using selective inatten -

tion, they may continue in an activity they are pursuing.
clients require repeated reinforcement and reminders .

These

Another dy -

namic is the client's repeated harassment, pleading , or requests
for attention.
A client labelled as psychotic is one who experiences difficulty
in evaluating reality .

This individual often has problems charac-

terized by mood changes, perceptual disturbances, disordered think ing, and a general .impoverishment in interpersonal relationships
resulting in isol ation and withdrawal.

High levels of anxiety con-

tribute to this development in that the individual experiences a
loss of ability to focus on contents of awareness (selective inattention).

The client instead attends to everything yet misses relation -

ships between ideas (Schef l en, 1963).

There is continual ppysical

discomfort that can be observed by the therapist.
Schizophrenic psychoses are diagnosed by observing certain
types of behaviors.

For instance; hebephrenic schizophrenia is

characterized by disorganized thinking, superficial and inappropriate aff ect , unpredictable laughter, silly and regressive behav-
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ior and mannerisms, and frequent hypochondriacal complaints.

De-

lusions and hallucinations, if present, are transient and not well
organized.

Catatonic schizophrenia car. be e ither of two types.

One is characterized by excitation and the other by withdrawal.

The

excited form is marked by excessive, sometimes violent motor activ ity and agitation, Rhereas the withdrawn type is characterized by
generalized inhibition manifested by stupor, mutism , negativity, and
waxy flexibility.

In time, some clients may deteriorate to a vege-

tative state .
Behind all mental disorders rests an affective element of anxiety and loneliness (Peplau, 1955).

Loneliness is usually not a

chosen condition, and what is experienced by the client is not so
much loneliness as estrangement, unexpected dread, desperation, or
extreme restlessness .

Schizophrenic clients· may and often do exper -

ience feelings of emotional emptiness - -- manifesting flat
inappropriate affect, and ambivalence (Arieti, 1955).

affect ,

Flat affect

is a form of mood change in which there is a loss of feeling .
client feels inert and incapable of any emotional display.

The

There

is also an absence of emotion in the tone of voice and kinesthetic
movements .

Although most individuals experience dull periods from

time to time, these periods are exaggerated in duration and intensity in tbe psychotic .

For example, during the psychiatric inter -

view a client described her three - year - old son's sudden death under
the wheels of the family car in the driveway in a monotone voice,
and with no facial expression or verbal evidence of distress .
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Inappropriate affect is affect which is incongruous to the
situation, content of thought, and the ideas expressed.

A client,

in discussing the recent death of his mother, described her funeral
as if it had been a party, laughing and smiling throughout the narrative.
Ambivalence refers to conflicting feelings experienced by the
client.

These are normally present in all relationships, however,

the schizGphrenic experiences excessive ambivalence (Bateson, 1972).
This ambivalence has an unrealistic quality in terms of objects,
people, and situations .

For example, a particular client would

often make obvious opposing statements about her mother such as
"I love you, I hate you!" or "I want to live on my own, I need my
parents so much . "
A female client who initially gav~ information about herself
and her family in great detail altered her behavior as the therapeutic relationship·- progressed.

As she was encouraged to focus on her

feelings (affect), she soon did not respond, lost eye contact, and
looked across .the room.

At such times the therapist can help the

client to notice what is happening and identify what it is that is
frightening, so that resistance can be overcome .
Frustration is a feeling experienced by the client when impor tant expectations are not met .

The frustrated client experiences

a generalized uneasiness and irritability which can blossom into
anger if unchecked or unresolved.

An important criterion for ther-

apy is the client's ability to tolerate reasonable frustration and

JU

traumatic events ; and to use more adaptive modes of behavior.
Development of some neurotic patterns in individuals seems to
be influenced by the underlying personality structure , and the symp toms seem to fit the person's lifestyle (Shapiro , 1965).

For ex -

ample, the hysterical neurotic who frequently exhibits inau tl~ntic
emotional outbursts may earn a living as a performing artist in ttIB
theater.

The meticulous accountant is more apt , under intolerable

stress, to exaggerate already i ni:;rained behavioral patter n::; and ex hib~t compulsive behavior rather than hysterical (Nemiah , 1975).

The

phobic housekeeper m.::iy be a woman who tells others that she really
wants to get out of the house and do t.hings in tt,e community , but
in actuality i s unable to do so be<=:ause of a fear of being outdoors .
In attempting to control i ntolerable anxiety, t:!le rie urotic client mi..ty
exhibit a variety of physical symptoms which have no organic basis,
inauthentic emotions , repetitive and rituali ~;t ic actions, and excessive fears.
Hysteria is a term applied to variou::; sensory, motor, or psychic
disturbances ( Abse, 1974) .
toms may be bizarre.

The bellavior of clients with suet, symp -

Manifestations of hysteria include somn3mbu-

lism ( sleepwalkine;), amnesia ( fugue states) , multiple personalities,
dissociative experiences, apparent paralysis of a limb, deaf1~ess,
mutism.

a ;1d

These manifes tati ons are g rou ped un,fer the ;~eneral laticl of'

conversion reaction3.
The primary mode of coping with anxiety laden cor,nitioris in
hysteria is repression (Abc,e .

1<)74).

This coping process re::u lts
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in a tendency toward forgetfulness.

The client · exhibits a notice -

able lack of affect, in proportion to the apparent severity of the
symptoms.

For example, a middle-aged woman experienced total blind-

ness and all organic causes were ruled out.

When the doctor spoke

with the client, she did not deny the blindness , but rather seemed
calm and unconcerned about hAr loss of vision.

She asked no ques-

tions and expressed no anxiety about her condition, nor did she ask
about the medical prognosis.

This is typical bP.havior ol sor.?eone

experiencing a hysterical conversion reaction:
Hysteria occurs in many forms.

The example ,::iven, of hyster-

ical blindness, falls into the category of converi;ion reactions.
This means that the underlyinCT p~ycholo~ical c onflict is literally
converted into a physical manifestation .

The secnndary gain~ a per -

son derives from the surrounding environment rluring illnes~; i~ a
significant factor to be taken into account when planning therapy.
Clinically, therapists often ident ify an over lapping of sub stance-abusive and psychopathic traits (Berstcn, 1973). There are
common dynamic elements : mistrust, excessive dependency, faulty
learning, and 'low tolerance for the tension:.; of anxiety, guilt , and
anger,

These elements give rise to severa l betwvioral problems with

which therapists must be concerned in botl1 :;ub~;tance abusers and
psychopaths.

These include manipulation, impu l:: Lveness , wit.llrirav1.:.tl.

and grandiosity.

The:.;e br·!Javiors are not it, and of themselves path-

ological or maladaptive: in fact , circ11m,;t.ance~: may give rise to sui:-h
behaviors in almost anyone at one time or another .

Hhat mu:;t con -

cern the therapist, however, are repetitive patterns which emerge as
obstacles to healthy interpersonal relations .
In order to make judgments about the effectiveness of interventions, therapists must constantly evaluate the significance of the
changes manife sted by the client.

These chani:;es should be relat~d to

·t he expected outcome or ~oals of in t ervention.

For example, in the

impuls i ve client, fewer instances of interruption of others ' conversations and activities is an· appropriate ct1ange .

Ot her sign i.ficant

changes can be that the c lient will use more time in problem-solvin~,
or that the client will ac tually carry out plan~ that are di.scus~ed .
The behaviors of depression may be placed on a continuum fr om
the mild transitor y affects of feeline low to a severe, psychotic
depr essive state.

Depr·essed people find themselves unable to ':1:< pe r -

ience pleasure from activities which a re orcllnarily enjoyed (Anthony &
Benedek, 1Q75).

They may feel ineff ective , powe r less , or helples~ .

Tears and crying may be evident .

reelinG S th~L are suppre.s~ed or

r epressed tend to manifest themse lves in other betmviors .
(cognitions) tend to be slowed and interests :w.rrowed.

Thoughts

Concentration

may be difficult for the client and indecisiveness is common.

Thow~hts

tend to be ruminative, .r;oing over and over the same issues and content
with no movement toward or reco;:;nition of a lternative solutions.
The depressed person feels empty.

Sornewh., t p;:iradoxically. tt1ere

is also a fee ling of r;rea t heavine::,.s (Crumb ,

1<) i, L1) •

Movement, and

speech behav i ors are slow (Psychomotor r etardation) and every ta~k i:;
a burden .

Ever y fiber of the body may ache .

\·leakness and t'atiruc

persist despite rest.
and self - care .

There is little energy available for groorr.in~

Frequentl y there is high sensitivity and concern over

organ functioning .

For example, a person may experience something

di sordered about the heartbeat or about breathint; , digestion, elimina tion, or any other organic function, while health professionals are
unabl e to find medical evidenc;e of anyth ing wronG.

Oral i ntake vari es ,

with some inclined toward excessive eating and drinking , others t o ward anorexia and weip;ht loss .

In some case..; motor activity is c on -

siderable, as seen in con3t.ant, .walking , re pet itiv,! c lean int,, or· sor~e
other seemingly purposeless activity.
The depressed person tends to be slow in speech and to have a
paucity of verbal output .

The limited verbalizations are genera lly

self - deprecatory and ruminative.

The communications of depressed

peop l e may center around the constant r epetition of a g iven life
perience (Johnson, 19 46).

P. ;.:-

In relating events, depre~sed person:, may

manifest a kind of inflex ible attachment to their self- deprecation.
For examp l e, one man related that he had been silent about the ille,;,ll
act of a friend.

The act allegedly co:;t both of them their jobs when

the act and his knowledge of it were c.iiscoverect .
on to ta l k obsessively about morality in ~eneral.

Ttie man also went
He asked for reac -

tions from others but was unable to accept eitl1f•r a positive or a
nonjudgmental acknowledgement of his experience .

He then repeated

all his pr·evious remar·ks, and tenaciously held t.o hh; se l f -dcprccat<,1·v
view.

The thoughts revealed throur,h the de presscu perrion ' s limited

I.

verbalizations may contain gross misinterpretations of reality .

De -

lusional thinking may be present, and serve to categorize an individual as psychotic .

The delusions confirm the person ' s feelings of

worthlessness , guil t, and powerlessness .

These delusions serve a

punitive role and defend the person against a pleasant reality .

For·

example, a deep l y depressed person may believe that a body organ i s
missing or ~a lignantly diseased.

This thought i3 in contrast to the

mildly depressed person ' s experience of hei~htenerl sensitivity to
body funct"ion.
The motor activity and body moverr.e nt of the severely depres sed
client may be at a standstill (vegetative), or may consist·or rapid ,
agitat ed, purposeless movement .

These cliP.nts do not maintain ~,e lf-

care or provide self -nurturance.

Without intervention, there r.·,ay be

a marked los s of weight.

The c lient ofte n fee l!, worse in the mornin!:

but better as the day progresses.

Posture i s poor;

clients often sit slumped or curled up.

when restin~ ,

n1erc is an inclination to

stay in bed and to avoid soc ia l relationships .

What may appear to

be a simple task will possibly be viewed by the client

as

very com-

pl ex and insurmountable.
Respect is expressed in diverse ways as the therapeut ic relationship evolves .

During t1·1e early st<lges of the rapy , the therapi,;t can

convey the intention t o l isten to tile c l ient.
signed to encourage t;i lking ( head nod::;

or·

/\ 1w lo1~ic

behavi or de -

"uh- huhs '') lead the cl icn;,,

to believe that the therapi:3t wi ll listen without .iud;~ing them. de precia ting them, tellinr; tl1em how they ought to act, or demar:d ing tl1eir
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compliance with some e~pectation.

The therapist's responses suggest

confidence and ·trust in the client's ability to act in his or her own
behalf and to come to a successful resolution of difficulties.

With-

in this climate of acceptance and trust, clients may feel free to
engage in deeper levels of self-exploration.
Throughout the therapeutic process, the therapist experiences
feelings toward the client and/or the relationship.

The therapist's

analogic messages may indicate these feelings to the client and are
thePefore important and need to be recognized.

Genuine expressions

which convey the therapist's reactions to the client can be used by
the therapist to further the client's self-exploration.

Feel±ngs

of attraction, warmth, and concern are corrunon reactions to a client;
negative responses, such as discouragement, resentment, boredom,
guilt or anger, are equally typical.

Incongruent messages from the

therapist generally have the effect of eliciting defensive responses
from clients.

Congruent messages, on the other hand, enhance rapport .

The mutual recognition of the client's troubled world, acquired
during the initial phase of the therapeutic relationship provides a
foundation for deeper inquiry.

The therapist's empathie expressions

are intended to assist the client's clarity, and extend the meaning
of their experiences.

When the problem is better understood by the

therapist than the client themselves, the therapist can make tentative
statements aimed at calling attention to relevant, though previously
unexplored thoughts and feelings .

Thus, the therapist prepares the way

for clients to experience and fully express feelings which were up to
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this time, unacknowledged .

The results of this intervention, as

demonstrated in Table 4, indicates the importance of recognizing and
utilizing the client's analogic communi~ation as a method of exploring the client's experience and the messages (congruent or incongruent)
that they are communicating.
Therapy generally has as it's goal personality change, but change
can also be brought about by the best possible utilization of what the
client already has.

It is not necessarily true that the therapy that

produces the most change is the best therapy.

It is possible to make

the opposite assumption and deliberately set ·the therapeutic goal as
"minimun-change".

The therapist would try to help the client discover

some unblocked path in which he or .she could move forward, develop
their own personality, and thus transcend, rather than delve, into the
anxieties and conflicts in which they may now be enmeshed.
This process may be defined in terms of a change of direction
rather than in terms of distances or amounts.

The difficulties being

experienced can be thought of as indications that the client may be
headed in an inappropriate direction.

A relatively minor shift in

the psychological direction in which a client is moving may well change
their life considerable over a long period of years.

It is possible

for therapy to be shortened considerably without making it any less
valuable.
More omphasis than is ordinarily placed on a positive diagnosis
may be implied .

The therapist can ascertain where the client's weak

areas are; but also important is the diagnosis of strengths .

Clients
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who know their real strengths and are clear about their basic values
may be able to turn away from anxieties that would ordinarily be very·
difficult to change.
The therapist is more likely to become aware of the client ' s
strengths by observing analogic behavior than by asking them

questions.

Some of this meaningful behavior occurs in the interview situation it self.

For example, when a client flashes a sudden smile as they recal l

the amusing aspects of a particularly humiliating social experience,
the therapist knows that the client possesses an asset that may be of
considerable use .

In social situations and in personal emotional adapta -

tion to the vicissitudes of life, a client's ability to laugh at predicaments will be a valuable asset.

O~her assets frequently observed where

hostility, doubt, guilt, and anxiety are the main themes include moral
principles of which the client is absolutely certain , demonstrated
courage in the face of adversities, or loyalty to those they love.
Whether or not it is advisable for the therapist to reflect or interpret
such expressions at the time they occur is not as important as the
therapist's taking mental note of them and using this knowledge to
facilitate change.
For example, a client may speak of having had a long talk with
his wife the night before therapy, an action unprecedented in his pre vious experience.

Another client, who has always been an anxious, per -

fectionistic procrastinator, may say that she has handed in, on time,
an assigned paper for a course she is taking .

Or the therapist may

note the change in the incidental observation that the usually nervous
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client is talking while sitting in the chair quite comfortably.

When

the client has a Coke with a girl, the therapist knows that the client
has taken the first step toward overcoming the paralyzing shyness of
which he has been complaining.

A small change in the direction of

closer emotional ties with one's family or greater willingness to as.sume responsibility is the kind of change that can have a profound
effect on later development.

Summary

This section has discussed common analogic communications of
clients experiencing various therapeutic problems.

The therapist can

facilitate changes in cli ents through recognition of both congruent
and incongruent messages and through an i nterpretation of the client's
"total" communicati on.

I t is also important for the therapist to be

aware of his or her own messages, and how therapist congruity or i n-

congruity may be interpreted by the client.

A Table illustrating

typical client messages, and appropriate therapeutic responses was
presented.

The type and extent of change necessary for adequate thera-

peutic results was also considered.
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DISCUSSION

This paper has focused on nonverbal communication and the ways
in which it may be employed to facilitate chan~e in the context of
psychotherapy .

The anthropological, psycholo1; ical, and medical litcr3-

ture was reviewed, and an overview presented of the relevant r esearct1
on nonverbal communication.

A strong implication of the literature

is the importance of recognizing nonverbal behavior as a reflection
of affect in any interpersona l interaction.

The literature provid0.s

substance to the recognition of certain repetitive nonverbal beha·J i or·:..;
as characteristic of ~articular personality structures.

A m3jor por-

t i on of the research deals with the scientific exami nation of the
sage and function of var ious nonverbal behaviors.

11ic:· -

The remaining lit.f'rn-

ture provides reason for doubt as to the appropriatenP.s~, of tt1ese rP.search methods of exf)laininG nonverbal beh:1vior arirt the various messages that are associated witt1 it .

Instead, this literature views non -

verbal behavior as relevant only within the context of interpersonal
interaction, and the verbalizations which take place within those interpersonal interactions.

A Table was provided which compared ttm

comple mentary fun ction s of nonverbal and verbal mes3ages.
A consideration of the material presented earlier in ttiis raper·
allows one to form several conclusions about r1011verbal cornrnunication
and its role in the field of rn;ychotheri.tpy.

IL se,~m:; clear tl1;J t a

therapist should make use of a combined lan;.;ua;;e ( vcwbal and r,onvcrt>,11)
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which is productive and understandable to the client in order to communicate with that client with more purpose and meanin~.

The client

who is experiencing anxiety and is in conflict to such a degree tha t
there is a tendency toward psychic disorganization will typica lly ex press this state of disturbance concomitantly in all areas of person.1lity.

The verbal and nonverbal be havior wil l s imilarly show this ten-

dency towards disorganization and/or disturbance.

This alteration of

function may be recognized by an examination of the client' s " total"
communication.

In examining this "total" communication, it is criti-

cal for the therapist not onl y to r ecognize a r eas of congruency and
incongruency, but to evaluate the comrnunication for its positi•,e or·
negative conten t.
Once the communicatioi1 de.:,cribed above is obsP.rved and interpreted
by the therapist, he or she has a si;:;nif icantly ir:iproved information
base from which to re ~; pond to the client .

Such re sponses may take t!10

form of a content-orientf;'? d verbal respon ~;e , a purely nonverbal rc::;pon~;') ,
or ( perhaps most commonly) a verbal and nonverbal re.spon~;e.

:iucti re-

sponses are directly influenced by the trai nin1; and experience of the
indivi dual therapi3t 1 and must be mediated by a consideration of the
personality and problems of the particular c lient being seen for trent ment.

Similarly, the t ype and depth of c hange attempted in tl1e ther a -

peutic relationship i:,

0J30

dependent on the i r1tcraction of a numtmr c: f

factors peculiar to the individual thc rapi::;t ;rnrJ c lic11t under c:on:;id0.r,l tion.

At a more general level, tiowever, we mcJy note that a co1'.! t,in<.1tion
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of verbal and nonverbal messages opens up a large number of possibili ties
for communication between therapist and client .

Through a recogni tion

and interpretation of the client's nonverbal communication the therapist
can better understand that client.

The therapist may tlIBn use both ver -

bal and nonverbal communication t o assist th.it client with t ools for
overcoming isolation , increasing self - respect, and cooperating with othc1·s.
In conclusion, nonverbal communication forms a critical dimensio:-i
in the overall communication in the psychotherapeutic interac tion.

Ef -

fective interpretation of the client's nonverbal behavior pr ovide~ information valuable for understanding one's clients and the· problem:-: t.llat
they experience.

The utilization of meaningful nonverbal behavior t,:;

the therapist can e;rcatly facilitate the client's chan,.~e into more hc-11thy and constructive modes of affective, behuvi<>r>al, and cognitive f•nictioning.

Additional re~warch on specific psychott1crapeutic n ppl icatio: ,:~

of nonverbal behavior i:) necessary to expand current under:,tand in,c;:.; of
this phenomenon.

Such research will aid in the development of more ef-

fective modalities of psychotherapeutic treatment in th~ future.
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